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BADGER BALE BORER: A SAMPLING DEVICE FOR HAY, FORAGE AND BIOMASS
ABSTRACT
Knowledge of the nutrient or chemical composition of hay, forage and biomass crops is not only important for
producers but also for nutritionists and researchers. A major challenge to acquiring this information is collecting
representative samples from bales and silos. Estimation of composition is enhanced by many samples, but current methods
of collecting samples are tedious and laborious. A device that can quickly, safely, and efficiently collect a large number of
samples in a relatively short period of time with minimal manual labor is needed. To meet this important need, we
designed and fabricated a sampling device that universally attaches to a skid steer loader (SSL) and utilizes the auxiliary
hydraulics available to power the boring device. Our device can take many samples in short order and only requires an
operator and a person to collect samples. The device can collect a 300 g sample from any variety of package or storage
structure in less than 15 s. The versatility and ease of use provided by the Badger Bale Borer make it easy for any user to
quickly and efficiently retrieve representative samples of baled or ensiled material, regardless of material condition.

KEY WORDS: bale, bore sampling device, skid steer loader attachment, mechanical sampler, hay, grass, forage,
biomass, stover, alfalfa
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I. INTRODUCTION
Farmers and herdsmen invest a large amount of money in their operations in order to obtain the maximum benefit in
return. Feed costs are one of the largest input costs on any farm. Therefore, it is critical that the farmer gets the most out of
the nutrients that are fed to the animals. However, without testing the feed, it is difficult to understand its nutritional
quality. A device that quickly and efficiently takes bore samples from bales or silos would be beneficial to many farmers,
as it would encourage more feed testing and better ration management.
Cellulosic biomass has the potential to make a significant impact on our country’s future energy requirements. These
feedstocks have many of the same attributes as hay and forage crops. Researchers need to know the chemical composition
of these feedstocks as they are placed into and removed from storage. Biomass research often involves many different
treatments and variables, so having an efficient and mechanized method of collecting biomass samples for chemical
analysis would also be of great value.
Dry hay and biomass is packaged in square (large and small cross-section) and round bales. Round baling is the
dominant method currently practiced. Therefore, we focused our design on sampling round bales, although we understood
that our device must be able to sample square bales as well. Forage and biomass can also be stored in bunk or bag silos and
we expect our developed device to be able to sample from these storage structures as well.
Many of the boring devices currently available are hand held devices powered either by drill (Johnson 1977), hand
crank (U.S. Patent #4,827,776), or simply pushed into the bale (Colorado Hay Sampler). Hand sampling is laborious for
two reasons. First, it is difficult to push even a sharpened tool into the many layers of tough, fibrous material that makes up
most bales. Second, pushing the collected material from the boring tube is difficult due to the friction created by the
expanding material. These difficulties make sampling tedious and greatly limit the number of samples that can be
collected. The Melfort Bale Sampler is a mechanically driven device that reduces the manual labor required by using a
stationary trailer sampler that utilizes an electric motor and chain drive system (Jan and Yeager, 1990). This device,
however, was large and cumbersome and is not easily transported to the field. The electric motor required an external
power source not easily available in the field.
Progress has been made at the University of Wisconsin-Madison to help make hay, forage or biomass sampling more
productive. UW researchers have designed and built two different types of sampling tools over the last 10 years: a tractor
three-point device and skid steer loader (SSL) attachment. Although both devices have met their initial productivity goals,
much improvement was needed. For instance, the tractor driven three point hitch device cannot be raised high enough to
sample the entire height of the round bale standing on end. It also cannot be used to sample material from bunk or bag silos
due to these height limitations. Due to the mounting location behind the tractor, it causes unnecessary strain on the operator
by requiring him/her to constantly be twisted at the waist to be able to view the boring device (fig 1). According to Purcell
(1980), extreme discomfort and swollen feet can develop from putting too much pressure on the arteries on the underside of
the legs. This pressure can come from leaning back to get a clear view of the boring device, and may cause the operator to
lift his/her feet from the floor, causing unnecessary pressure on the lower body. Muscle tension and cramping can result
from leaning more than 95° back from the horizontal, which is often necessary with this boring device.

Figure 1. Three point hitch mounted boring device requires substantial twisting of the body resulting in neck and back strain.
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The SSL mounted device (Boettcher 2007) also has performance deficiencies. The operator cannot view the end of
the boring tube from the SSL seat, which is a safety hazard (fig. 2). Operator discomfort can also result with this device, as
the operator is forced to lean ahead or off to the side in order to get a clear view of the boring tube because of interference
of the SSL lift arms and/or face plate. Most SSL only have one auxiliary hydraulic circuit but there are two different
hydraulic requirements with this device – motor to turn the cutting tube and cylinder to push out the sample. Therefore, a
valve was required to switch between these two requirements – requiring a second person to actuate a lever (fig. 3). The
final deficiency with this device is that the whole apparatus is mounted to the side of the SSL to allow clearance for the
long hydraulic cylinder used to remove the sample from the tube (fig. 4). This creates a moment about the central axis of
the SSL, forcing the operator to adjust the controls to counteract this moment (fig. 4).

Figure 2. The operator visibility of the boring tip is
completely obstructed by the SSL boom and boring device
mounts.

Figure 3. The lever that switches the hydraulic flow
between the rotating boring tube and the hydraulic
cylinder plunger.

Figure 4. (left) The long hydraulic cylinder that is used as a plunger to push the bore sample out of the boring tube.
(right) Moment created by having boring device offset from the center of the machine.

II. PROJECT GOAL
Our goal was to design a device that allows anyone in the hay, forage, or biomass industry to quickly, safely, and
efficiently take a representative sample from a round bale, silage bag, or biomass pile with as little effort as possible.
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III. ORIGINAL DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

13.

The budget for this project must not exceed $3,000.
The inside diameter of the boring tube will be 2 in.
The boring tube must be able to penetrate at least 24 inches into the bale.
The device must fit into the back of a pickup truck or be trailed behind on the road without sticking out or limiting
visibility of the driver (truck bed dimensions: 51 inches wide by 108 inches long).
The overall dimensions of the boring device should not exceed 4 ft long by 6 ft wide by 3 ft tall.
This boring device must be able to take bore samples of all conditions – wet or dry product.
This device will be able to take samples of all bale types and bunk or bag silos.
A universal SSL mounting plate, or a category II 3 point quick hitch must be used.
The hydraulic couplers used on the boring device must be standard tractor or SSL couplers.
The time to bore and collect one sample should not exceed 45 seconds.
The device must be able to sample from a height of 8 to 72 inches above.
The weight of this device should not exceed 300 lb.
One person should be able to attach and detach the boring device from the power source.

IV. DESIGN SOLUTIONS
1) Design Ideas
All of the shortcomings stated above needed to be addressed in order to make the entire sample collection process
easier and more productive. We began our design process by brainstorming alternative solution ideas. Our alternative
design solutions were judged and the final solution was chosen based on the following categories: visibility (of device and
target), comfort of operator body position, manufacturability, machine maneuverability, transport, weight, setup/hookup,
projected cost, storage, and ability to adapt to all target materials (all bale shapes and from silos too).
A major flaw of previous designs was the need to have a long hydraulic cylinder to push out the collected sample. This
cylinder required much space and made the whole device awkward. Our first solution involved a cutting tube with internal
auger to move the material out of the tube, where it would fall into a collecting receptacle. An alternative design used a
small telescoping cylinder inside the tube. This worked on the same principal as previous mechanisms, but used less space.
A second approach was to devise a device that would double the sampling speed through the use of a spear that would
penetrate the end of the bale and rotate the bale into a desired radial position as shown in the design sketch in Appendix A.
Two boring tubes, mounted opposite each other on a frame, would plunge into the bale simultaneously and retrieve
samples. An internal auger in the tubes would retrieve the samples. Forces would be counteracted through the use of the
two tubes. The tubes would move laterally from one end of the bale to the other so that sampling could be done at all
locations.
An additional idea was to fabricate a trailer to pick up a bale onto a turntable so the bale could be rotated 360°. A
boring tube would be mounted on the front of the frame, with the ability to move side to side and up and down in order to
sample the entire bale. Refer to Appendix A for the original design sketch.
Our final alternative involved a boring tube mounted on an upright frame similar to a drill press as shown in the design
sketch in Appendix A. A hand crank would allow the boring tube to be adjusted up and down to sample the bale at
different heights. Another hand crank and a standard implement jack would actuate the tube into and out of the bale.
We used Design Matrix selection techniques to consider and narrow our design choices. Based on this quantitative
analysis, we rejected the final three ideas as not meeting enough of our design criteria. We felt that they were too
expensive, too difficult to fabricate and would not meet our ergonomic or productivity goals. They were also limited to
square and round baled material. Based on the outcome of our Design Matrix analysis, we decided to design an attachment
for a SSL with a boring tube. Skid steer loaders are very versatile and are easily maneuvered. A SSL would allow for a
full range of height and tilt for our boring device, making it easy to sample from many different positions and targets. Our
Design Matrix technique did not allow us to determine if the auger or telescoping cylinder approach would be more
favorable, so we decided to test these two concepts.
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2)

Design Concept Testing

A small soil auger (OD – 1.75 in) was placed inside a 2 in ID tube, with the auger spinning twice as fast as the tube to
ensure that the material would be pulled from the tube. A test fixture (fig. 5) was fabricated that allowed both the auger and
tube to be spun with one hand drill. The auger flighting was tapered at the front, and a small screw attached at the taper end
to help with penetration and to promote material capture. The auger was placed in the tube such that only the screw was
sticking out the front end. Small square bales were used as test specimens; two of the bales were dry and the other two
were re-wetted to simulate a wet bale stored outdoors.

Figure 5. Original auger-in-tube test fixture and setup.

Our initial fixture failed so we modified an existing boring tool so the auger could be mounted in the boring tube. The
boring tube was powered by the SSL’s hydraulics, and the auger was powered by a hand drill (fig. 6). The tube and auger
speeds were 172 and 375 rpm, respectively. During the first set of tests in wet hay, there was a tendency for the material to
wrap at the base of the auger, and it never was fully able to transport the material to the end of the flighting. When the
auger was not used, a sample was easily obtained. It was decided after these tests that the material was getting pulled into
the auger before being cut, and this was why the wrapping was occurring. To remedy the situation, we welded a hole saw
onto the end of the auger flighting, in hopes that the counter-rotating hole saws would cut the sample before entering the
auger. However, material only gathered inside the inner hole saw and at the end of the flighting, packing very tightly (fig.
7). This test was done once more on a wet bale and one time on a dry bale, and the results were the same. We tried several
other positions for the auger, but were never successful at moving material through the tube (fig. 8-9). Based on these tests,
we concluded that moving long fibrous material like hay, silage or biomass with this type of auger would not work.

Figure 6. Second test fixture utilizing an existing boring tool.

Figure 7. Build up of material caused by the extra hole saw
welded to the first auger flight.
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Figure 8. (left) Plugging at tip of bore. (right) Uneven distribution of material flow through auger flighting (A- Tip plugged material, Bmaterial not transported by flighting, C- material fully transported to rear or flighting).

Figure 9. Dry hay stuck in auger flighting.

We then moved onto our second option: a small telescoping cylinder as a plunger. Geometric constraints of the
smallest double-acting telescoping cylinder forced us to increase the inside diameter of the boring tube to 2.625 in. Despite
this drawback, it was clear from testing and prior experience that a SSL mounted design was the right option to pursue.
The hydraulic circuit would be quite involved with this model, but this was outweighed by the ease of manufacturing and
operation compared to other design ideas. Even though time is of the essence, the boring process need not be overly
complicated; the SSL boring tool offered the perfect combination of size and functionality for its intended use.

V. FINAL DESIGN
1) Final Design Description
Our final design, known as the Badger Bale Borer, is an attachment that universally mounts to almost all brands and
models of skid steer loaders. The frame is composed of steel box tube, and most supporting and shielding components are
also made of steel. A hydraulic motor is coupled to a steel boring tube via sprockets and roller chain, and there is a hole
saw welded to the end of the tube. The tube rotates and collects a bore sample of material as the device is pushed into the
bale by the forward movement of the SSL. When the device is pulled back out of the bale, the telescoping hydraulic
cylinder, nested inside the boring tube, extends to plunge the sample from the boring tube where it is collected in a
container by a second person. The device is completely powered by the auxiliary hydraulics from the SSL, and the operator
controls the hydraulics from the cab with SSL’s selective control valve and an electrical panel used to control the solenoid
actuated valves (fig. 10).
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Figure 10. Completed functional prototype of the Badger Bale Borer.

2) Hydraulic Features
Hydraulic fluid is pressurized from the SSL at “P” (fig. 11). The fluid is then sent through a pressure relief valve set at
1500 psi. This valve is needed as the pressure relief valve on the SSL is set between 3250-3350 psi. The hydraulic motor
on the boring device has a maximum intermittent pressure of 2060 psi while the telescopic cylinder has a maximum
pressure of 1500 psi. Setting the entire system to 1500 psi prevents any component from being over-pressurized. The flow
then goes to a 2-position 6-way solenoid actuated valve, which when energized routes the hydraulic flow to the motor to
spin the boring tube. A check valve is positioned in parallel with the hydraulic motor to allow for the bore tube to coast to a
stop when flow is stopped to the motor (essentially a hydraulic over-running clutch). When the 2-position 6-way valve is
not energized, the flow is sent to the telescopic cylinder route where it first passes through a pressure compensated flow
control valve. This valve reduces the flow down to 2 gpm, which is the maximum flow allowed to the telescopic cylinder.
From here the flow continues to a 3-position, 4-way solenoid valve which controls cylinder extend/retract. The fluid
returns to tank through a check valve which prevents undesirable flow in the opposite direction. Pressure gauges were
installed at four locations in the circuit to verify desired system pressures.

Figure 11. Hydraulic schematic of the Badger Bale Borer.
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2) Electrical Features
The solenoids on the two electro-hydraulic valves are powered by the 12VDC electrical outlet located inside the SSL
cab (figs. 12 and 13). The top switch in the switch box is a single-pole single-throw, on-off switch that controls the 2position, 6-way valve. The other switch is a double-pole double-throw, (on)-off-(on) switch that controls the 3-position, 4way valve. The hydraulic valves are electrically wired so that when the 2-position 6-way valve is energized (operating the
motor), the 3-position 4-way valve cannot be energized in either direction (telescopic cylinder doesn’t move). The opposite
is true as well. This configuration prevents the motor from spinning while the telescopic cylinder is either being extended
or retracted, insuring the safety of the person collecting the sample from the tube end.

Figure 12. The control switch box that allows the SSL operator to run the hydraulic motor and telescopic cylinder.

Figure 13. Electrical wiring schematic of the Badger Bale Borer.
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3) Camera System
When considering the visibility of the tube end by the operator, it became apparent that the faceplate design of all SSL
would obstruct the operator’s view when the boom is in certain positions (fig. 14). Since we could not change
standardized faceplate designs, our solution was to mount a camera system onto the front of the boring device. The screen
is mounted in the cab via a mounting bracket and offers a clear view of the boring tip when the operator’s direct line of
sight to the boring tip is blocked (fig. 15). This not only increases productivity by knowing exactly where the tip is entering
the bale, but also increases the safety of any bystanders by allowing the SSL operator to know where they are located with
respect to the boring tip. This camera system is powered by the 12VDC electrical outlet in the SSL cab. In order to allow
both the solenoid actuated valves and the camera system to be operated at the same time, a 12VDC splitter was utilized
inside the cab.

Figure 14. The SSL operator’s visibility is obstructed by the design of the SSL when the boom is raised in front of the cab; Gehl SSL on
the left, Bobcat SSL on the right.

Figure 15. (left) Cab Cam camera mounted on the Badger Bale Borer allowing the operator to see the boring tip at all times. (right) The
operator’s view of the boring tip on the camera screen when the SSL and boring device obstruct the operator’s direct view of the tip.

4) Shielding
Shielding was added around the roller chain driving the tube from the hydraulic motor to insure safety and meet
ASABE Standard S493.1 (2008) Guarding for Agricultural Equipment (fig. 16).
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Figure 16. Shielding around the coring tube roller chain.

5) Final Design Testing
The finished device was taken to the field and tested on wet and dry bales (figs. 17). In both wet and dry hay,
sufficient samples were taken from the bale and then collected in a plastic collection basin. In only 30-40 seconds, a
sample was cut, pushed from the cutting tube into a collection basin, and the cylinder was returned to the boring position
(ready to take another bore sample). A sampling range of 8 to 72 in. above ground was attainable. The cylinder stalled
during retraction a few times, which was solved by idling down the SSL engine down. Further analysis is required to
completely determine the root cause of the retracting problem while running at high idle.

Figure 17. (top left) Field testing of the Badger Bale Borer in wet hay. (top right) Sample being ejected from the boring tube by the
telescopic cylinder. (bottom) Field testing the Badger Bale Borer in dry hay.
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VI. ACTUAL DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Budget (including materials and components): $3,805.
Total assembled weight: 298 lb.
Inside diameter of the boring tube: 2.625 in.
Depth of bore tube penetration: up to 24 in.
Overall dimensions of the boring device: 49.5 in long x 67.5 in wide x 17 in tall.
Boring time: 30-40 seconds
Sampling height range: 8 – 72 in.
A standardized SSL mounting plate fits all makes of SSL
Standardized flat face couplers fit all makes of SSL.
Able to sample both wet and dry hay bales.
Still need to test whether able to retrieve silage samples from bunkers or bags.
One person can easily attach and detach the boring device from SSL.
One person can easily attach and detach the boring device from the power source with ease.

VII. ESTIMATES AND CALCULATIONS
We made the following calculations to correctly choose and size components and materials. Details of the calculations are
in Appendix B.
•
•
•
•
•

Auger speed relative to bore speed
Motor to bore speed reduction
Motor speed at given flow and pressure
Force to push hydraulic fluid through tubing
back to tank
Optimizing cylinder stroke, retracted length,
and bore length

•
•
•
•
•
•

Cylinder extension time with given flow
Largest force on bale before bale would tip or
slide
Boring tube stresses
Bearing sizing
Sizing of hydraulic components
Hydraulic tube stresses

VIII. DESIGN DRAWINGS
The entire mechanical design was modeled in 3-D using SolidWorks (fig. 18).

Figure 18. Computer model view of the Badger Bale Borer.
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IX. ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
Table 1. Complete expense report of all materials and purchased components for the Badger Bale Borer.

Expense Report
Item

Supplier

Auger
Auger
Telescopic cylinder
Steel Tube
Quick Coupler
Flow Control
3Pos 4 Way solenoid
DO3 Subplate
(2) Connector solenoid
shipping
Pressure Relief Valve w/ shipping
Bearing
Hydraulic fittings and hose
Hydraulic Motor
sprockets
check valves
Double Selector Valve
Cab Cam
pipe dope hole saw
Switches
Hydraulic fittings and hose
12V Plug
3 inch Snap Ring
hole saw
Hydraulic fittings and hose
12V Splitter
Hydraulic fittings and hose
Paint
Retractable cord
10 amp fuses

One Stop Shop Catalog
Ace Hardware
Air & Hydraulic Power
Weidenbeck
Hydraulicstore.com
Surplus Center
Surplus Center
Surplus Center
Surplus Center

Price
$26.33
$19.99
$925.75
$192.00
$82.57
$68.95
$109.95
$47.50
$9.90
$14.58
$50.62
$222.63
$300.54
$165.04
$111.72
$60.26
$272.60
$329.00
$25.48
$11.09
$41.50
$4.94
$13.09
$13.49
$21.03
$8.98
$76.16
$45.95
$59.51
$1.99

Hydraulicstore.com
Motion Industries
discounthydraulichose.com
Surplus Center
McMaster Carr
Motion Industries
Nimco Controls
Grainger Industrial Supply
Ace Hardware
Allied Electronics
Ritter Engineering
Allied Electronics
Motion Industries
Farm and Fleet
Ritter Engineering
Radio Shack
discounthydraulichose.com
Phil's Tractor
McMaster Carr
Radio Shack
TOTAL

$3,333.14

ITEMS NOT PURCHASED DUE TO BEING ON HAND
ITEM
nylon block
hydrualic 1/2 in tube
faceplate
Steel**
chain
hardware/weld
wiring
Plastic junction box (2)
wire connectors

PRICE QUOTE LOCATION
McMaster-Carr
Applied Controls
www.skidsteers.com
Wiedenbeck
McMaster-Carr
McMaster-Carr
www.newark.com

PROJECT GRAND TOTAL
** Steel prices by part
4x8 sheet, 11 ga
8ft 2x2x1/8, box tube
3ft 1x1x1/16, box tube
10ft 3/4x3/4x1/16, box tube
5ft 2x2x3/16, angle
2ft 2x1x1/8, c-channel

Wiedenbeck
Wiedenbeck
Wiedenbeck
Wiedenbeck
Wiedenbeck
Wiedenbeck

PRICE
NOTES
$76.40
$15.96 14 ft @ $1.14/ft
$105.00
$133.73
$15.81
$100.00
$5.52 12 ft @$0.46/ft
$9.22
$10.00

$3,804.78
$95.18
$21.33
$2.15
$5.38
$7.22
$2.47

The cost for material and parts to produce our device was $3,805 (table 1). This total, however, does not include the
fabrication labor costs. If the device could be massed produced, we feel we could reduce the cost by 40% with volume
discounts for components. We estimate that the addition of labor costs would add about $1,000 to the cost. A reasonable
mark up to retail list of three times would mean that the retail costs of the device would be roughly $9,900. It is unlikely
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that many hay producers will be of sufficient size to afford a $10k sampling device, but there may be a small market for the
device at hay auction facilities, with hay brokers, with very large commercial hay or silage producers, or with other
research organizations. The biomass economy of the future may offer a much larger market for this type of sampling
device. Every biorefinery will want to have a system to sample incoming feedstock for quality and constituent make-up
and this type of tool would be ideally suited for such a task.

X. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
1) Overview
The Badger Bale Borer is a device used for obtaining representative bore samples from all types of bales, as well as
silos and biomass structures. It is hydraulically driven via the auxiliary hydraulics from a SSL, with a standardized
universal faceplate mount to fit all makes of SSL. The steel-framed device consists of a boring tube, powered by a
hydraulic motor that spins and cuts a sample as the SSL drives forward. Once the sample is cut and in the tube, the tube
rotation is stopped and the SSL backs up. A double-acting telescoping cylinder nested inside the tube is then actuated,
pushing out the sample. Final material and component costs (not including labor) were just over $3,800.

2) Future Suggestions
Upon testing of the Badger Bale Borer, we were able to come up with areas that require improvements. Our original design
was to incorporate an auger inside the tube, but we had to abandon the idea after a month of testing with inconsistent
results. Given more time and resources, the auger design could be made to work. The auger approach would drastically
simplify the hydraulics, as there would only be the need for one set of hydraulic hoses going to the motor. A reverser shaft
could have been incorporated into the design to turn the auger in the opposite direction of the tube.
Another recommendation for improvement is designing a device that would allow the operator to know where the
telescopic cylinder is located inside the tube at all times. Currently there is no way to know how far the cylinder has been
extended until it reaches the end of the boring tube, nor does the operator know when it is fully retracted. The retracting
cable would have color coded markings which would indicate cylinder position (fig. 19).

Figure 19. Recoil design that could be implemented into the boring tube and cylinder to allow the operator to know if the cylinder is
fully retracted.
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APPENDIX A: Sketches of Original Design Ideas

3 pt mounted, double boring design sketch.

Bale trailer boring tool design sketch.
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Horizontal drill press boring tool design sketch.
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APPENDIX B: Hand Calculations
Motor Speed and Required Sprocket Reduction to Boring Tube

Cylinder Extension Time

19
Force Required to Return Hydraulic Fluid to Tank with a Single Acting Cylinder

Continued on next page.
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Continued on next page.
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Reference:
Fox, Robert W., McDonald, Alan T., Pritchard, Philip J. Introduction to Fluid Mechanics.
(6th Edition), 2004.
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Optimized Stroke Length, Retracted Length, and Bore Tube Length

23
Largest Non-tipping and Sliding Forces Exerted on the Bale

Reference:
Beer, Ferdinand, P., Johnston, Jr., E. Russell, Eisenberg, Elliot R. Vector Mechanics for Engineers: Statics. (7th
Edition), 2004.
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Stresses Felt by the Boring Tube

Continued on the next page.
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Continued on the next page.
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Forces Felt by Main Bearing
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Stresses Felt by Steel Hydraulic Tubing

Reference:
Beer, Ferdinand, P., Johnston, Jr., E. Russell, DeWolf, John T. Mechanics of Materials. (4th Edition), 2006.

